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SFDC Release Schedule

• Currently in Sandboxes which meet preview criteria
− https://www.salesforce.com/blog/winter-22-sandbox-preview/

• How can I confirm if my Sandbox is on Winter ‘22?
− Log in as an admin and navigate to Company Information in Setup.  Check for the value of your instance 

and check the trust site: 

− https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=000317969&language=en_US&type=1&mode=1

• Production Release
− Between September 10, October 1 and 9, depending on your production server

https://www.salesforce.com/blog/winter-22-sandbox-preview/
https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=000317969&language=en_US&type=1&mode=1
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Deck Intentions

• Highlights features of the SFDC Winter ‘22 Release relevant to Veeva customers 
− Does NOT include all features of the release!

− Examples of those NOT included are:
• Features in PILOT or BETA

• Features exclusively for Lightning Experience UI, Chatter, Files, Sales Cloud, Service Cloud, Health Cloud, Shield 
Platform Encryption, Microsoft/Outlook/Google integrations, Console, Topics, Communities, Portals, Sites, Einstein 
Analytics, Einstein Prediction Builder, Salesforce Surveys, Salesforce Connect, External Objects, Trailhead, etc. 

• Features relevant to a customer based on business process or custom code

• Veeva customers are encouraged to also review the SFDC Winter ‘22 Release Notes
− https://releasenotes.docs.salesforce.com/en-us/winter22/release-notes/salesforce_release_notes.htm

• “Interest for Veeva              ” indicator on the slides is an estimate for all Veeva 
Customers and is based on a scale from 1-3 stars, 3 stars being the highest level of 
interest

• Icons indicating if feature is relevant to Classic                   or Lightning 

https://releasenotes.docs.salesforce.com/en-us/winter22/release-notes/salesforce_release_notes.htm


Salesforce Overall 
Welcome to Einstein Search: Now On by Default| Get Ready for the Future Requirement to Enable 

Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)| Keep Working with Tab-Focused Dialogs (Release Update)| 
Unleash the Power of Elastic Compute with Salesforce Functions (Generally Available)| Add and 

Remove Permission Set License Assignments Faster| Solve Cross-Cloud Use Cases with Salesforce 
Solution Kits| Users Directed to Previous Page or Object Home After Deleting a Record| Point to 

Specific Elements on a Page with Targeted Prompts (Generally Available)| Show In-App Guidance for 
Specific Record Types| Create and View In-App Guidance in Setup| Learn About Salesforce In-App 

Content| Explore More Resources in the Guidance Center| Keep Track of Resources Inside the 
Guidance Center| See More Information About Permission Set Licenses
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Welcome to Einstein Search: Now On by Default

• What?
− Einstein Search is at your service. It’s enabled by default at no extra cost. Users can search just like 

they’re used to. Nothing’s going away with Einstein Search, but search is getting smarter. Einstein 
Search adds personalized search results, record previews from the search box, and natural 
language searches.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience and all versions of the Salesforce Mobile app in 

Essentials, Professional, Enterprise, Performance, and Unlimited editions.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Get Ready for the Future Requirement to Enable Multi-
Factor Authentication (MFA)

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience, Salesforce Classic, and all Salesforce mobile apps in all editions.

• When?
− Beginning February 1, 2022, per the Salesforce Trust and Compliance Documentation, all Salesforce customers are contractually 

required to use MFA for direct and SSO logins to Salesforce products. We encourage you to begin planning now and implement MFA 
as soon as possible.

• Why?
− The global threat landscape is constantly evolving, and the types of attacks that can cripple a business and exploit consumers are on 

the rise. A key part of your security strategy is safeguarding access to your Salesforce user accounts. But on their own, user 
credentials don’t provide sufficient protection against threats like phishing attacks, man-in-the-middle attacks, and credential stuffing. 
That’s where MFA comes in. It’s one of the easiest, most effective ways to prevent unauthorized account access and safeguard your 
business and your customers’ data.

• How?
− MFA requires users to prove they’re who they say they are by providing two or more pieces of evidence—or factors—when they log 

in. One factor is something the user knows, such as their username and password combination. Other factors are verification 
methods that the user has in their possession, such as the Salesforce Authenticator app or a physical security key. By tying logins to 
multiple, different types of factors, it’s much harder for a bad actor to access your Salesforce environment. To learn more about MFA, 
watch the How MFA Works to Protect Account Access video.

Interest for Veeva: 

https://trust.salesforce.com/en/trust-and-compliance-documentation/
https://salesforce.vidyard.com/watch/Zs9r7CyxF6Wu9rfNmMnmFf
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Keep Working with Tab-Focused Dialogs (Release 
Update)

• What
− In Lightning console apps, dialogs no longer stop you from interacting with the rest of the UI. This release update 

limits the focus of dialogs triggered by a workspace tab or subtab to only the tab that triggered it. This update was 
first made available in Winter ’20.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in Essentials, Professional, Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and 

Developer editions. 

• When?
− This update was first available in Winter ’20 and is enforced in Spring ’22. This update was originally scheduled to be 

enforced in Winter ’22. To get the major release upgrade date for your instance, go to Trust Status, search for your 
instance, and click the maintenance tab.

• Why?
− Before the Winter ’20 release, all dialogs triggered by a workspace tab or subtab in a Lightning console app took the 

focus of the entire app. This update makes a dialog require the focus of only the tab that triggered it, allowing users 
to interact with the rest of the app.

• How?
− To review this release update, from Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Release Updates, then select Release 

Updates. For Keep Working with Tab-Focused Dialogs, follow the testing and activation steps.

Interest for Veeva: 

https://status.salesforce.com/
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See More Information About Permission Set Licenses

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience and Salesforce Classic in Professional, Enterprise, 

Performance, Unlimited, and Developer editions. 

• How?
− From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Company Information, and then select Company 

Information. Scroll down to the Permission Set Licenses related list for a quick glance at your 
licenses. For more details about a specific permission set license and to manage assignments, click 
the license name.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Unleash the Power of Elastic Compute with Salesforce 
Functions (Generally Available)

• What?
− Salesforce Functions empowers teams to focus on delivering apps and business logic fast instead 

of managing infrastructure. Your Salesforce app can now use additional programming languages 
and open-source or third-party frameworks, saving you development time and effort.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience, Salesforce Classic, and all versions of the mobile app 

in Professional, Performance, Unlimited, and Developer editions.

• How?
− A Salesforce Functions license is required to enable functions for your DevHub org. Contact your 

Salesforce account representative for steps to acquire the license.

− Functions are just another element of your Salesforce project and are deployed easily with simple 
Salesforce CLI commands. Write JavaScript, Typescript, or Java code that uses Salesforce Functions 
SDKs to communicate with your org. Then, invoke your Function using Apex, and the Salesforce 
Functions infrastructure authenticates and runs your Function on demand.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Add and Remove Permission Set License Assignments 
Faster

• What?
− Save time by assigning multiple users to a permission set license together or by removing multiple 

users all at once. On each permission set license detail page, you can select multiple users to 
complete bulk assignment operations. Previously, you added or removed users individually from 
each user’s detail page.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience and Salesforce Classic in Professional, Enterprise, 

Performance, Unlimited, and Developer editions.

• How?
− Before you remove the permission set license, you must remove the related assigned permissions 

from the user. Then, from Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Company Information, and 
select Company Information. Scroll down to the permission set licenses related list, and click the 
name of the permission set license that you want to assign users to or remove users from. To see 
and remove current assignments, click View Users. To assign users, click Assign Users.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Solve Cross-Cloud Use Cases with Salesforce Solution 
Kits

• What?
− Salesforce solution kits help you implement solutions to complex, cross-cloud use cases. Each 

solution kit includes recommendations for specific products, configurations, and best practices.
• Collect Health Verifications to Return to Work — Verify your employees' COVID-19 health status to ensure 

safety when returning to the workplace.

• Integrate B2C Commerce with Single Sign-On — Reduce friction and ensure a secure connection by integrating 
B2C Commerce Account Manager and other Salesforce applications with your identity provider.

• Register Customers with Passwordless Login — Reduce password-related risks, improve authentication 
processes, and make it easier for your users to log in to frequently used applications with a well-implemented 
authentication and registration strategy. Passwordless login can make registration and access even simpler. 
Capture mobile-first markets and delight new user demographics by providing the ability to create an identity 
with your brand without forcing consumers to juggle yet another password. Customize login pages to reflect 
your brand and report on login activities from Salesforce to better understand customer engagement.

• Use Interaction Studio to Personalize Experience Cloud Websites — Personalize, make recommendations, and 
track user behavior in Experience Cloud using standard Interaction Studio functionality like banner 
recommendations and global templates.

Interest for Veeva: 

https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=collect_health_verifications_parent.htm&language=en_US&type=5
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=integrate_b2c_commerce_with_single_signon.htm&language=en_US&type=5
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=register_customers_with_passwordless_login.htm&language=en_US&type=5
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=use_interaction_studio_to_personalize_websites.htm&language=en_US&type=5
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Users Directed to Previous Page or Object Home After 
Deleting a Record

• What?
− If users delete a record, they’re now directed to the page that they were on before deleting the 

record or they’re directed to an object’s home. Previously, they were directed to the record list.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in Essentials, Professional, Enterprise, Unlimited, and 

Developer editions.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Point to Specific Elements on a Page with Targeted 
Prompts (Generally Available)

• What?
− Target a specific page element to show your users exactly what you’re referring to with the newest 

type of in-app guidance.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in Essentials, Professional, Enterprise, Unlimited, and 

Developer editions.

• How?
− As you create a prompt, click Targeted Prompt in the Prompt Type area (1). The targeted prompt 

points to the page element you select (2) so that your users can benefit from more directed 
guidance.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Show In-App Guidance for Specific Record Types

• What?
− Now, you can choose if you want in-app guidance to appear for all or only a specific record type. 

And you can customize your message so that users get detailed help for the unique layout and 
picklists of different record types. Previously, when you created in-app guidance and assigned it to 
a record page with multiple record types, the in-app guidance appeared for all of its record types.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in Essentials, Professional, Enterprise, Unlimited, and 

Developer editions.

• How?
− From Setup in Lightning Experience, in the Quick Find box, enter In-App Guidance, and then 

select In-App Guidance. When you add or edit in-app guidance that has more than one record 
type and you want the prompt to appear only for a specific record type, select the checkbox in the 
Record Type area.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Create and View In-App Guidance in Setup

• What?
− In-app guidance is available for supported Setup pages. View and author custom prompts and 

walkthroughs to enhance feature discovery and show users how to configure apps and features.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in Essentials, Professional, Enterprise, Unlimited, and 

Developer editions.

• How?
− Inside the builder canvas, navigate to the gear icon, and go to the page where you want to add the 

prompt or walkthrough, and then click Add.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Learn About Salesforce In-App Content

• What?
− Stay up to date on the valuable in-app prompts, welcome mats, and popovers that Salesforce 

shows admins and end users. Avoid duplicating information as you create your own prompts or 
other in-app content.

• Where?
− The availability of in-app content varies by feature.

• How?
− Turn off all in-app content authored by Salesforce from the In-App Guidance Setup page. 

Click Settings and then deselect Salesforce Standard In-App Guidance.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Explore More Resources in the Guidance Center

• What?
− The Guidance Center has new sets of resources for admins setting up Multi-Factor Authentication 

(MFA), Field Service, and Health Cloud. Spend time learning, not searching for content, to become 
an expert fast. Also, customers with Premier support can see which resources are included just for 
them. Look for the “Premier” tag on resources.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in Developer, Professional, Enterprise, Performance, 

and Unlimited editions. You only see applicable guidance sets for the apps installed.

• How?
− Access the Guidance Center anywhere, anytime by clicking the icon for Learning Paths in the global 

header. Although the learning panel is available to all users, only admins see a link to the Guidance 
Center. When you first click the Guidance Center inside the panel, you see a list of available 
resource sets with descriptions.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Keep Track of Resources Inside the Guidance Center

• What?
− Managing your learning resources is easier than ever. Hide completed items, archive guidance 

sets, and check the box to mark a resource as completed without opening it. Declutter your 
Guidance Center view to focus on the resources you need right now.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in Developer, Professional, Enterprise, Performance, 

and Unlimited editions.

• How?
− Access the Guidance Center anywhere, anytime by clicking the icon for Learning Paths in the global 

header. Although the learning panel is available to all users, only admins see a link to the Guidance 
Center. When you first click the Guidance Center inside the panel, you see a list of available 
resource sets with descriptions.

Interest for Veeva: 



Development
Get an Early Look at Converting First-Generation Managed Packages (Developer Preview)| Enforce OAuth Scope for Lightning Apps (Release 

Update)|Securely Access Aura Components (Release Update)|  Simplify Package Development by Creating and Specifying an Org Shape|
Manage First-Generation Managed Packages More Easily| View Your Progress During Package Uninstalls| Remove Invalid Characters from 
Managed Package Translations| Develop Platform Apps with Ease | New and Changed Lightning Web Components | New and Changed 

Modules for Lightning Web Components | New and Changed Aura Components | Cache Namespace | Functions Namespace | LxScheduler 
Namespace | System Namespace | Invocable Namespace| Expose Events in the Lightning App Builder| View Dependencies for Lightning 

Web Components| Limit for Number of Actions in a Boxcar Request Was Added| Add User-Authorized Cookie Consent to Your Lightning Web 
Components| Non-Composed Events Follow Shadow DOM Semantics| Securely Call the Visualforce Remoting API (Release Update)| 

Visualforce Expression Language Apex Method Access Modifier Enforcement (Release Update)| Use the valueOf() Enum Method to Convert a 
Specified String to an Enum Constant Value|  Prevent Consecutive API Navigation Calls in Visualforce Pages (Release Update)| Visualforce 

Expression Language Apex Method Access Modifier Enforcement (Release Update)| Use Mock Responses to Test Salesforce Functions| Call 
Invocable Actions from Apex (Developer Preview)| Legacy API Versions 7.0 Through 20.0 Have Been Retired| Legacy API Versions 21.0 

Through 30.0 Are Being Retired| Note the updated referenceTo values on describeSObjects() in Tooling API
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Get an Early Look at Converting First-Generation 
Managed Packages (Developer Preview)

• What?
− This extended developer preview provides a sneak peek into how we’re designing the conversion 

of first-generation managed packages to second-generation managed packages. With more 
capabilities, you can convert a first-generation managed package and install the newly created 
second-generation managed package in a scratch org. In Winter ’22, we’re accepting new 
participants, try it out, and share your experiences with us.

• Where?
− This change applies to managed package versions created using Salesforce CLI or Tooling API.

• How?
− For details on participating in this developer preview, see the sidebar in the 1G=>2GP Migration –

Developer Preview group in the Partner Community.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Enforce OAuth Scope for Lightning Apps (Release 
Update)

• What?
− This update enforces the scope of an OAuth token used to authenticate a Lightning app. 

Previously, the scope wasn’t enforced for Lightning apps. The scope of an OAuth token is defined 
in a connected app. This change prevents a Lightning app from using OAuth tokens with 
unintended permissions. This update was first made available in Summer ’21 and is enforced in 
Winter ’22.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning apps, including Lightning Out apps, that use OAuth for 

authentication in Lightning Experience, Salesforce Classic, and custom mobile apps. Lightning apps 
include Lightning Experience and any resource with a URL that ends with .app before any optional 
query string.

• When 
− This update was first available in Summer ’21 and is enforced in Winter ’22. To get the major 

release upgrade date for your instance, go to Trust Status, search for your instance, and click the 
maintenance tab.

Interest for Veeva: 

https://status.salesforce.com/
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Securely Access Aura Components (Release Update)

• What?
− This update ensures that an external component with access="public" is accessible only to other components within 

its same namespace or to internal Salesforce components. This update was first made available in Summer ’21 and is 
enforced in Winter ’22.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience and Salesforce Classic in all editions.

• When 
− This update was first available in Summer ’21 and is enforced in Winter ’22. To get the major release upgrade date for 

your instance, go to Trust Status, search for your instance, and click the maintenance tab.

• Why
− Aura uses the access="public" flag to determine component access for custom components. Without this update, 

Aura inconsistently determines component access for custom components with access="public". Fixing this issue can 
reveal other issues that were previously undetected. For example, before this update, a callback that wasn’t wrapped 
in $A.getCallback() could lose its context but still run successfully. After this update, if a callback loses its context, the 
access check fails with an error.

Interest for Veeva: 

https://status.salesforce.com/
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Simplify Package Development by Creating and 
Specifying an Org Shape

• What?
− If your package’s metadata depends on a complex set of features, settings, or licenses, it can be 

difficult to declaratively specify these dependencies in a scratch org definition file. Instead, create 
an org shape of your production org, or another development org, and specify that source org’s ID 
in your scratch org definition file. During package creation, we mimic the source org’s environment 
when we build and validate your package’s metadata.

• Where?
− This change applies to unlocked and second-generation managed packages.

• How?
− Org Shape for Scratch Orgs is a beta feature. It doesn’t currently include every feature, setting, and 

limit. In these cases, you must manually specify these features and settings in your scratch org 
definition file. Before using this feature, get familiar with how Org Shape for Scratch Orgs works. 
Then enable the scratch org setting in your source org, generate the org shape, and edit your 
scratch org definition file to include the org name and 15-character source org ID.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Manage First-Generation Managed Packages More 
Easily

• What?
− Now you can sort your list of packages on the Package Manager page in Setup. You can also filter 

by beta or released, or search by version name, version number, or component name.

• Where?
− This change applies to first-generation managed packages.

• How?
− From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Package Manager, and then select Package Manager.

Interest for Veeva: 
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View Your Progress During Package Uninstalls

• What?
− The Installed Packages page in Setup now helps identify whether a package uninstall request is 

stuck. Subscribers can see which specific phase of the uninstall process they’re in and how many 
components have been removed. Subscribers can also cancel an uninstall that is in progress.

• Where?
− This change applies to unlocked packages and first- and second-generation managed packages.

• How?
− To view in-progress package uninstalls, from Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Installed Packages, 

and then select Installed Packages.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Remove Invalid Characters from Managed Package 
Translations

• What?
− To prevent issues with displaying translated text in Salesforce, the validation checks for the 

CustomObjectTranslation metadata type no longer accept these 
characters: #, $, %, ;, <, =, >, [, ], ^, `, |, and ~. To prevent package deployment issues, remove 
those invalid characters from translation text in your managed package.

• Where?
− This change applies to unlocked and first- and second-generation managed packages with 

translations.

• How?
− If your managed package includes translations, test deploying your package in a sandbox that’s on 

Winter ’22. If the deployment fails due to invalid characters in CustomObjectTranslation, review 
the translations included in your package and remove the invalid characters.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Develop Platform Apps with Ease

• What?
− The Salesforce DX toolset includes Salesforce Extensions for Visual Studio Code and Salesforce CLI. 

Pick the tool that works best for your team and meets your business needs. We release new 
versions of both tools weekly.

• Where?
− This change applies to all editions in Lightning experience.

• How?
− This extension pack includes tools for developing on the Customer 360 Platform in the lightweight, 

extensible VS Code editor. Read the weekly release notes to learn about recent updates.

− Use Salesforce CLI to create environments for development and testing, synchronize source code, 
run tests, and control your application lifecycle. Read the weekly release notes to learn 
about recent updates. 

Interest for Veeva: 
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New and Changed Lightning Web Components 

• What?
− The following components have changed.

• Lightning-accordion-section

• Lightning-button

• Lightning-helptext

• Lightning-input-field

• Lightning-output-field

• Lightning-tree-grid

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience. 

Interest for Veeva: 
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New and Changed Modules for Lightning Web 
Components

• What?
− Modules enable you to do more with Lightning web components.

− New Module: 
• lightning/userConsentCookie

− Changed module: 
• lightning/analyticsWaveApi (Beta)

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning experience. 

Interest for Veeva: 
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New and Changed Aura Components

• What?
− The following components have changed.

• lightning:accordionSection

• lightning:helptext

• lightning:inputField

• lightning:outputField

• lightning:treeGrid

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning experience. 

Interest for Veeva: 
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Cache Namespace

• What?
− These classes, enums, and interfaces are new or have changes.

− New or Changed Methods in Existing Classes
• VERSIONED BEHAVIOR CHANGE: From version 53.0 onwards, when you pass a non-alphanumeric key to all 

methods with a key parameter, in the Session and Org classes, it throws 
a Cache.InvalidParamException exception.

− New Exceptions
• Throw an exception when execution of the cache builder fails

− Changed Exceptions
• Throw an exception when an incorrectly formatted key is passed to the Cache.Session or Cache.Org methods

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning experience and Salesforce Classic.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Functions Namespace

• What?
− The Functions namespace has these new or changed classes, methods, interfaces, enums, or 

exceptions.

− New Classes
• Use the MockFunctionInvocationFactory class in mock testing of Salesforce Functions

− New Interfaces
• Implement the FunctionInvokeMock interface to mock Salesforce Functions responses during testing

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning experience and Salesforce Classic.

Interest for Veeva: 
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LxScheduler Namespace

• What?
− The LxScheduler namespace has these new methods.

− New Methods in Existing Classes
• Track requests from external systems using correlation ID

• Limit the number of service resources to show during appointment scheduling when appointment distribution 
is enabled

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning experience and Salesforce Classic.

Interest for Veeva: 
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System Namespace

• What?
− The System namespace has these new or changed classes, methods, interfaces, enums, or 

exceptions.

− New or Changed Methods in Existing Classes
• Get information about the context user’s package access

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning experience and Salesforce Classic.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Invocable Namespace (Developer Preview)

• What?
− The new Invocable namespace is used for calling invocable actions. It has these classes and 

methods.

− New Classes: 
• Call invocable actions from Apex code

• Provides error information from invocable actions called from Apex code

• Provides results from invocable actions called from Apex code

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning experience and Salesforce Classic.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Expose Events in the Lightning App Builder

• What?
− As part of Dynamic Interactions, you can now define the events for a Lightning web component on 

a page, and then expose those events in the Lightning App Builder. An admin can then configure 
the event by setting up interactions between the source component and its targets right in the 
App Builder UI.

• How? 
− To expose an event from a component, you fire a standard JavaScript CustomEvent in its .js file. To 

make the event discoverable, use the Dynamic Interactions–related targetConfig subtags in the 
component js-meta.xml file with the target lightning__AppPage.

Interest for Veeva: 
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View Dependencies for Lightning Web Components

• What?
− Use the dependencies tree viewer to see which custom components and Apex classes that a 

Lightning web component uses. You can quickly see the structure of a component and navigate to 
the source for its dependencies.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning web components in Lightning Experience.

• How? 
− From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Lightning Components, and then select Lightning 

Components.
• To see its dependencies on the detail page, select a Lightning web component.

• To see the details for one of the dependencies, click a link in the Name column.

• The dependency tree shows up to three levels of dependencies for a component. For example, you can see a 
component and its nested child, grandchild, and great-grandchild components. To view deeper dependencies, 
click a link in the Name column for one of the nested components.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Limit for Number of Actions in a Boxcar Request Was 
Added

• What?
− The Lightning Component framework now returns a 413 HTTP response status code if there are 

more than 2,500 actions in a boxcar request. Previously, there was no limit and a request with a 
larger number of actions was rare but led to a slow response time. If a user sees this error, 
consider redesigning your custom component to follow best practices and reduce the number of 
actions in a request.

• Where?
− This change applies to Aura and Lightning web components in Lightning Experience and Salesforce 

Classic.

• How? 
− The framework queues up Apex actions before sending them to the server. This mechanism is largely transparent to 

you when you’re writing code, but it enables the framework to minimize network traffic by batching multiple actions 
into one request (XHR). The batching of actions is also known as boxcar’ing, similar to a train that couples boxcars 
together.

− The framework uses a stack to track the actions to send to the server. When the browser finishes processing events 
and JavaScript on the client, the enqueued Apex actions on the stack are sent to the server in a batch.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Add User-Authorized Cookie Consent to Your Lightning 
Web Components

• What?
− The content and structure of HTML, CSS, and the DOM can change at any time and can’t be 

considered a stable API. Automated UI tests that use tools like Selenium WebDriver to reach into 
component internals require your ongoing maintenance. We’re here to help you adapt your 
automated UI tests for this release.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in all editions.

• Why?
− We’re calling out the fragility of these tests due to changes, in particular as Lightning Experience 

continues to evolve with modern web standards. We understand the value that you gain from 
automated UI testing and the maintenance burden these changes put on you. Salesforce has never 
guaranteed backward-compatible HTML, CSS, or DOM.

• How?
− You may encounter issues in your automated UI tests, such as broken locators. For 

recommendations on how to fix issues, see the Test Automation Trailblazers community group.

Interest for Veeva: 

https://sfdc.co/TestAutomationTrailblazers
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Non-Composed Events Follow Shadow DOM Semantics

• What?

− Non-composed events previously were visible outside of the shadow root from which they were 
dispatched. We corrected this behavior so you no longer see non-composed events outside of the 
shadow root.

• Where?

− This change applies to Lightning web components in Lightning Experience, Salesforce Classic, Experience 
Builder sites, and all versions of the Salesforce mobile app. This change also applies to Lightning web 
components in Open Source with the exception of those running with native shadow DOM.

• How?

− If your component relied on this incorrect behavior, we recommend that you update your event 
configuration by setting the composed value to true.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Securely Call the Visualforce Remoting API (Release 
Update)

• What?

− The Visualforce Remoting API uses JavaScript to call methods in Apex controllers directly from 
Visualforce pages. To ensure that the API is properly secured, calls now have stricter validation. This 
update was first made available in Spring ’21 and is enforced in Winter ’22.

• Where?

− This change applies to Lightning Experience and Salesforce Classic in all editions.

• How 

− To find out how visit this link 

Interest for Veeva: 
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Visualforce Expression Language Apex Method Access 
Modifier Enforcement (Release Update)

Interest for Veeva: 

• What?
− When accessing Apex methods defined by custom controllers, the Visualforce Expression Language 

doesn’t correctly validate the access modifiers of the method. Developers can sometimes access 
unauthorized data on managed and system classes. To improve security, this update validates the 
Apex method access modifier and throws an error if the Visualforce Expression Language can’t 
access it. This update was first made available in Winter ’22.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in all editions.

• How? 
− To review this update, from Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Release Updates, and then 

select Release Updates. For Visualforce Expression Language Apex Method Access Modifier 
Enforcement, follow the testing and activation steps.
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Use the valueOf() Enum Method to Convert a Specified 
String to an Enum Constant Value

Interest for Veeva: 

• What?
− The valueOf() enum method converts a specified string to an enum constant value. An exception is 

thrown if the input string doesn’t match an enum value. In previous releases, using this method 
resulted in a runtime error.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience and Salesforce Classic in Enterprise, Performance, 

Unlimited, and Developer editions.

• How? 
− You can use the method for both system and user-defined enums.
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Prevent Consecutive API Navigation Calls in Visualforce 
Pages (Release Update)

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in all editions.

• When?
− Salesforce enforces this update in Winter ’23. To get the major release upgrade date for your 

instance, go to Trust Status, search for your instance, and click the maintenance tab.

• Why?
− Firing consecutive API navigation calls in a Visualforce page can lead to unwanted behavior due to 

competing API calls. To prevent any issues, with this release update, only the first API navigation 
call is accepted. This release update ensures predictable and stable behavior in your org.

• How?
− Any Visualforce pages that use this API navigation pattern are impacted. Review all affected 

Visualforce pages. Salesforce will provide a replacement pattern in the future. Alternatively, edit 
your pages to use Lightning components instead.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Visualforce Expression Language Apex Method Access 
Modifier Enforcement (Release Update)

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in all editions.

• When?
− Salesforce enforces this update in Spring ’22. To get the major release upgrade date for your 

instance, go to Trust Status, search for your instance, and click the maintenance tab.

• How?
− To review this update, from Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Release Updates, and then 

select Release Updates. For Visualforce Expression Language Apex Method Access Modifier 
Enforcement, follow the testing and activation steps.
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Use Mock Responses to Test Salesforce Functions

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience and Salesforce Classic in Enterprise, Performance, 

Unlimited, and Developer editions. Function testing methods are only enabled in Salesforce orgs 
that are configured to work with Salesforce Functions.

• Why?
− By default, test methods don’t support invocation of Salesforce Functions. Use mock responses to 

support effective testing and mocking of Salesforce Functions integrations, while also meeting the 
minimum 75% Apex code coverage requirement. 

• How?
− Provide an implementation for the Functions.FunctionInvokeMock interface to specify the 

response sent to the respond() method, which the Apex runtime calls to send a response for the 
function.
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Call Invocable Actions from Apex (Developer Preview)

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience and Salesforce Classic scratch orgs.

• How?
− To enable this feature in your scratch org, add a reference to CallIAFromApex in the project-

scratch-def.json file in your SFDX project. After you’ve added to your scratch org definition file, 
reference Invocable.Action in your Apex code. This example uses the standard invocable action 
“chatterPost” to post a message to the current user's feed. This example calls a custom invocable 
action named Doubler that returns a number that’s twice the input value.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Legacy API Versions 7.0 Through 20.0 Have Been 
Retired

• Where?
− This change affects these API versions:

• Bulk API 16.0, 17.0, 18.0, 19.0, 20.0

• SOAP API 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0, 11.0,11.1, 12.0, 13.0, 14.0, 15.0, 16.0, 17.0, 18.0, 19.0, 20.0

• REST API 20.0

− This change applies to Salesforce Classic and Lightning Experience in Professional (with API access 
enabled), Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and Developer editions. It affects all API-enabled 
org editions.

• When?
− You can continue to use these legacy API versions until Summer ’22 is released. At that time these 

legacy versions will be retired and unavailable. When these legacy versions are retired, 
applications consuming these versions of the APIs will experience disruption. The requests will fail 
with an error message indicating that the requested endpoint has been deactivated.

• How?
− Before the Summer ’22 release, customers and partners must modify or upgrade their applications 

to function with more current API versions.
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Legacy API Versions 21.0 Through 30.0 Are Being 
Retired

• Where?
− This change affects these API versions:

• Bulk API 21.0, 22.0, 23.0, 24.0, 25.0, 26.0, 27.0, 28.0, 29.0, 30.0

• SOAP API 21.0, 22.0, 23.0, 24.0, 25.0, 26.0, 27.0, 28.0, 29.0, 30.0

• REST API 21.0, 22.0, 23.0, 24.0, 25.0, 26.0, 27.0, 28.0, 29.0, 30.0

− This change applies to Salesforce Classic and Lightning Experience in Professional (with API access 
enabled), Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and Developer editions. It affects all API-enabled 
org editions.

• When?
− You can continue to use these legacy API versions until Summer ’22 is released. At that time these 

legacy versions will be retired and unavailable. When these legacy versions are retired, 
applications consuming these versions of the APIs will experience disruption. The requests will fail 
with an error message indicating that the requested endpoint has been deactivated.

• How?
− Before the Summer ’22 release, customers and partners must modify or upgrade their applications 

to function with more current API versions.
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Note the updated referenceTo values 
on describeSObjects() in Tooling API

• What?
− In API version 53.0 and later, the referenceTo values of a Field object within a Tooling REST or SOAP 

API describeSObjects() response now include the correct API names. Previously, 
the referenceTo values included incorrect names of some metadata types that each Field object is 
able to reference.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Build More Interactive Lightning Pages with Dynamic 
Interactions

• What
− Now you can create applications with components that communicate and transform based on user 

interactions, all in the Lightning App Builder UI. With Dynamic Interactions, an event occurring in one 
component on a Lightning page, such as the user clicking an item in a list view, can update other 
components on the page.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in Group, Essentials, Professional, Enterprise, Performance, 

Unlimited, and Developer editions.

• How?
− To get the most out of Dynamic Interactions, admins and developers work together.

− Developers write custom Lightning web components that power the dynamic interactions. The 
developer defines the events that are supported by a component and then exposes them in the 
Lightning App Builder. Then for each event, admins can create interactions between the source and 
target components using a new Dynamic Interactions UI in the Lightning App Builder properties pane.

− If a component has events exposed for it, its properties pane has two tabs. The Properties tab contains 
the component properties that you’re familiar with. The Interactions tab is new for Dynamic 
Interactions. It lists all the events that the developer exposed for the selected component and any 
interactions that have been configured for each event.
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Let Org-Specific Metrics Guide Your Lightning Page 
Performance Improvements

• What 
− Various factors can affect your Lightning page’s performance at runtime. Performance Analysis for 

App Builder gives you recommendations to improve your page performance. Now you can see 
your users’ performance metrics to help you decide which recommendations to take or to defer. 
Data from the last 90 days of use is analyzed and displayed in your Org-Specific Metrics card 
results. This analysis includes your users’ network latency, browser speed, and number of cores.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in Group, Essentials, Professional, Enterprise, 

Performance, Unlimited, and Developer editions.

• How?
− To view org-specific metrics, click Analyze from the Lightning App Builder toolbar, if it has not run 

automatically.

The Org-Specific Metrics card shows data from the org that you’re in. If you’re viewing user metrics in 
a sandbox, the metrics are different than when viewed in production. If the Lightning page that 
you’re analyzing isn’t activated, the metrics shown reflect all users in the org. After the page is 
activated, the metrics are filtered to reflect only the users that the page is assigned to.
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Get Performance Analysis for App Builder 
Recommendations Automatically

• What
− Performance Analysis for App Builder now automatically runs when you build a page in Lightning 

App Builder. If your page performance is poor or moderate, recommendations to improve 
performance appear, and the warning icon appears next to the Analyze button.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in Group, Essentials, Professional, Enterprise, 

Performance, Unlimited, and Developer editions.

• How?
− You can minimize the recommendations window. Performance Analysis for App Builder continues 

to evaluate your page as you’re working, even while minimized. If the recommendations aren’t 
displayed, congratulations! Your page performance is good. If you want to run the analysis 
manually, click Analyze.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Improve Page Performance with More Custom 
Lightning Component Analysis

• What
− Updates to Performance Analysis for App Builder give you more performance predictions for your 

custom Lightning components on your Lightning page.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in Group, Essentials, Professional, Enterprise, Performance, 

Unlimited, and Developer editions.

• Why?
− To help you improve page performance, Performance Analysis for App Builder alerts you if a component 

contains:
− External CSS
− Unminified JavaScript
− A use of lightning:recordEditForm
− A use of layoutType="FULL"
− A use of lightning:tabFocused listeners

• How?
− To view the assessment of your record page’s performance, click Analyze from the Lightning App Builder 

toolbar. Custom Lightning components on your Lightning record pages are analyzed and incorporated 
into the desktop performance analysis card results. This analysis includes your page’s predicted 
Experienced Page Time or page load time and the component performance breakdown card. 
Recommendations for optimizing custom components appear when relevant.
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Use External Services for MuleSoft to Generate Actions 
(Generally Available)

• What 
− Import your MuleSoft Anypoint Platform APIs in a few clicks with External Services for MuleSoft. 

Select your MuleSoft named credentials, and let Salesforce do the heavy lifting of importing your 
endpoints and converting them into actions. Salesforce automatically gets the list of APIs available 
to your MuleSoft account across all your environments. Previously, you manually exported your 
Open API 2.0 specifications from MuleSoft and imported them into an external service. This export 
process can lead to validation errors when you created the actions in Salesforce.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and Developer 

editions.

• Who?
− To use External Services for MuleSoft, you need a valid MuleSoft license or demo account.
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Register More API Specs with Revised and Expanded 
Operation, Action, and Object Limits

• What
− You can register even more complex, publicly available API specifications. Most registration limits 

have been rescoped from a per API spec limitation to a per org limitation, and have been 
expanded.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and Developer 

Editions.

• How?
− This change of scope also addresses use cases where, due to the previous limitations, certain specs 

had to be registered multiple times in order to include all operations of interest within an API. 
Now, in many cases, you can include such a large API spec and activate all desired operations 
within a single registration. Simpler workflow, anyone?
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Map Non-Standard Media Types in Your Registration

• What 
− A Salesforce administrator, developer, or ISV can edit the compatible media type mappings in an external service registration

for OpenAPI specifications with unknown or non-standard request or response media types.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in Group, Essentials, Professional, Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and 

Developer editions.

• How?
− There are certain public APIs, including a number from AWS, that require domain specific, custom header key-value pairs in 

order to complete the request. Some of these headers don’t adhere to OpenAPI specification standards, and therefore, don’t 
comply with the requirements of External Services. To mitigate the non-compliance, External Services overwrites these 
custom headers with a default value at registration time. This results in incomplete requests.

− For Winter ’22, we’ve provided a workaround. With the Metadata API, you can manipulate a registration and override the 
definition of the custom header.

− To achieve this workaround, you:

• Register the spec.

• Use the Metadata API to retrieve the metadata about your registration.

• Edit your registration’s metadata to include the correct custom header key-value pair.

• Redeploy the metadata back into your org using the Salesforce CLI.

Interest for Veeva: 
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External Services UI Is Now Fully Compliant with 
Salesforce Accessibility Standards

• What?
− We’ve made External Services more accessible.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Select New Time Zones

• What?
− To improve accuracy, to enhance integration with external systems, and to support your users 

wherever they work, users can now select from 430 time zones. With this change, Salesforce 
supports all time zones in the latest Time Zone Database version, 2021a.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience, Salesforce Classic, and all versions of the mobile app 

in all editions.
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Connect with More Customers with New Languages 
and Locales

• What
− To help you do business all over the world, French (Morocco), Greek (Cyprus), Greenlandic, and seven new English locales are 

available as platform-only languages. Users can also select locales related to these languages.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience, Salesforce Classic, and all versions of the Salesforce app in all editions.

• Why?
− Admins can enable these new platform-only languages, and users can select the corresponding locales. The locale time, date, and 

currency formats vary based on whether you use the International Components for Unicode (ICU) or Oracle’s Java Development Kit 
(JDK) locale formats.

• English (Belgium): en_BE

• English (Cyprus): en_CY

• English (Germany): en_DE

• English (Israel): en_IL

• English (Malta): en_MT

• English (Netherlands): en_NL

• English (United Arab Emirates): en_AE

• French (Morocco): fr_MA

• Greek (Cyprus): el_CY

• Greenlandic: kl

− In addition to the locales for the new languages, users can select the new Kalaallisut (Greenland) [kl_GL] locale.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Prepare for Updated Locale Formats

• What?

− To provide you with up-to-date formats, we updated the locale formats in Salesforce. We recommend 
that you evaluate how the format changes affect you. This release includes International Components 
for Unicode (ICU) version 69.1, which uses Common Locale Data Repository (CLDR) version 39. Whether 
you’re using ICU or Java Development Kit (JDK) locale formats, this change updates the currency symbol 
for the Yoruba (Benin) locale. If you’re using ICU locale formats, this change modifies a date time format 
for six Chinese locales.

• Where?

− This change applies to Lightning Experience, Salesforce Classic, and all versions of the Salesforce app in 
all editions, except Database.com.

• Why?

− For both JDK and ICU formats, the currency for the Yoruba (Benin) locale changed from CFA to F CFA.

− If you’re using ICU locale formats, the spacing of the medium date time format changed for six Chinese 
locales.

• How?

− Review the changes to date, time, and currency formats for the locales that you use in Salesforce and 
evaluate how they affect you. Then test your filters, code, and components as needed.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Review Updated Label Translations

• What? 
− To improve accuracy and your users’ experience, the translations for some standard object, tab, 

and field names were changed.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience, Salesforce Classic, and all versions of the mobile app 

in all editions. It affects Bulgarian, Traditional Chinese, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, 
German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese (Brazil), Portuguese (European), Russian, Slovak, 
Slovenian, and Turkish language users.

• How?
− To view the updated translations for each language, see the knowledge article, Winter ’22 

Translated Terminology Update.

− If you want to use a different translation for tab and field labels, you can change the name. From 
Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Rename Tabs and Labels, and then select Rename Tabs and 
Labels.

Interest for Veeva: 
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Enable ICU Locale Formats (Release Update)

• What
− To do business wherever you are, adopt the International Components for Unicode (ICU) formats for dates and times. 

ICU sets the international standard for locale formats. The ICU formats provide a consistent experience across the 
Salesforce platform and improve integration with ICU-compliant applications across the globe. The ICU formats 
replace Oracle’s Java 8 Development Kit (JDK) formats. This update was first made available in Winter ’20.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience, Salesforce Classic, and all versions of the Salesforce app in all editions, 

except Database.com.

• When?
− Salesforce enforces this update in Spring ’22. Salesforce orgs created in Winter ’20 or later have ICU locale formats 

enabled by default. To get the major release upgrade date for your instance, go to Trust Status, search for your 
instance, and click the maintenance tab. When this release update is enabled, the ICU formats are available in API 
version 45.0 and later.

• How?
− Before enabling this update in production, check with your package providers to make sure that all your installed 

packages are compatible with the ICU formats. Then evaluate the impact on each locale. Use this SOQL query to find 
the locales in use in your org and a user count.

− To enable this update, from Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Release Updates, and then select Release Updates. 
For Enable ICU Locale Formats, follow the testing and activation steps.
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Hide More Personal Information Fields from External 
Users

• What?
− To prevent external users, such as portal or partner users, from viewing personal information in your user records, enable the 

Enhanced Personal Information Management permission. Salesforce then blocks view and edit access to 20 fields that are 
considered personal information. You can configure which fields you consider personal information from User Management 
Settings. This permission replaces the less-configurable Hide Personal Information setting, which will be retired in the Winter 
’23 release.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and Developer editions.

• Why?
− When you enable the Enhanced Personal Information Management permission, these fields are masked to external users:

• About Me, Address, Alias, Company Name, Department, Division, Email, Email Sender Address, Email Sender Name, 
Email Signature, Employee Number, Extension, Fax, Manager, Mobile, SAML Federation ID, Phone, Title, User Photo 
badge text overlay, Username

• How?
− You can click to access a user record field directly from this org permission in User Management Settings. Add or remove 

PersonalInfo from the field’s Compliance Categorization area. In the Winter '23 release, this setting will be enforced and the 
Hide Personal Information setting will be retired.
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Control Access to Sensitive Data with Restriction Rules 
(Generally Available)

• What
− Secure your data and boost productivity by permitting your users to see only the records 

necessary for their job function. Create restriction rules to control which subset of records you 
allow specified groups of users to see. Restriction rules are available for custom objects, contracts, 
tasks, events, time sheets, and time sheet entries. This feature, now generally available, includes 
some changes since the last release. You can now create and manage restriction rules in Setup as 
well as with Tooling and Metadata APIs.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and Developer 

editions.

• How?
− To create a restriction rule, navigate to Object Manager in Setup. Select the object that you want 

to add a restriction rule for. Click Restriction Rules. Name and describe the rule and activate it. 
Select a user field and choose filter settings to determine which users the rule applies to. Then, 
select a record field and choose filter settings to determine which records are accessible.
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Grant Access Based on Activated User Sessions for 
Permission Set Groups

• What?
− To grant your users only the access that they need when they need it, combine the management power of permission set 

groups with session-based access control. Create a session-based permission set group to grant access to permission sets 
during an activated user session. Previously, you created individual session-based permission sets, but now you can set 
sessions at the permission set group level as well.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience and Salesforce Classic in Professional, Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and 

Developer editions.

• Why?
− For example, you have a customized Salesforce app that accesses confidential information. For security reasons, you want to 

limit user access to a predetermined length of time. Some users, such as a team manager, require expanded access for the 
same length of time. You can create a permission set group that includes the different permission sets required for the 
confidential access. You can create a flow or use the API to create custom logic to activate the session-based permission set 
group. In this example, the session-based permission set group activates only when the manager-level users authenticate 
into your environment using a token. When the token expires, the users must reauthenticate to access the application again.

• How?
− To create a session-based permission set group, select Session Activation Required on the Permission Set Group create page. 

Then, activate the session for the permission set group using a flow or the SessionPermSetActivation SOAP API object.
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Create Custom Profiles from Scratch via the SOAP API

• What 
− It’s easier to configure custom profiles to have the permissions you need. Use the Profile SOAP API 

object to create custom profiles that start without any permissions enabled. Previously, to create a 
custom profile, you cloned an existing profile in Setup and then removed permissions that you 
didn’t want the assigned users to have. The Profile Metadata API type functions as before.

• Where?
− This change applies to Lightning Experience and Salesforce Classic in Professional, Enterprise, 

Performance, Unlimited, and Developer editions.

• How?
− Use the create() call on the Profile SOAP API object and specify the Description, Name, 

and UserLicenseId fields. You can enable permissions using the API or, after the profile is created, 
on the profile’s page in Setup. Required permissions for the profile’s user license are automatically 
enabled.
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Grant Access to the DeveloperName Field to Users 
Who Require It

• What 
− The DeveloperName field has new permission requirements for multiple Salesforce objects and 

types across various APIs. Following the Winter ’22 release, some users can lose access to the 
DeveloperName field on objects that they typically interact with. To view, group, sort, or filter 
the DeveloperName field on affected API objects, you must have View Setup and Configuration OR 
View DeveloperName permission.

• Where?
− This change applies to all editions.

• How?
− Restore access by giving users the View Setup and Configuration OR View DeveloperName

permission via a profile or permission set. For a list of affected objects and types, see the related 
knowledge article.
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Get Enhanced Functionality for Syncing an External 
Data Source

• What
− When you sync a table and the external object name conflicts with an existing name, you can edit the name inline 

and save time and clicks. You can now select to execute a sync operation that’s likely to experience a connection 
timeout as a background operation. Syncing two external data source tables with a lookup relationship field 
automatically creates an external lookup relationship for the mapped external objects.

• Where?
− These changes apply to Lightning Experience and Salesforce Classic in Enterprise, Unlimited, Developer, and 

Performance editions.

• How?
− With inline editing, you can update an external object name without leaving the Validate and Sync page. Take 

advantage of inline editing if syncing fails because of conflicting object names or if you want to change the default 
object name.

− When you sync a large number of tables, execute the sync operation asynchronously as a background job and avoid 
connection timeout. You can view the list of sync operations performed as background jobs in the corresponding 
External Data Source page.

− A lookup relationship field on a table is mapped as an external lookup relationship on the external object only if the 
parent and child objects are synced from the same data source. The parent object must be already synced or the 
parent and child objects must be in the same sync operation. This auto mapping is supported by Cross Org, OData 
4.0, and Custom Apex adapters. For the OData2.0 adapter, it’s supported only in the default Olingo library and not 
supported in OData4J.
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Deploy a My Domain (Release Update)

• What?
− To use the latest features and comply with browser requirements, all Salesforce orgs must have a 

My Domain. Deploy one, or we assign one for you based on your org ID. If you prefer to use a 
different My Domain name, you can change it. Because your My Domain affects all application 
URLs, we recommend that you test and deploy a My Domain before this update is enforced. This 
update was first made available in Winter ’21 and is enforced in Winter ’22.

• How?
− We recommend that you deploy a My Domain in a sandbox and test connectivity across your org 

before deploying it in production.

− To complete this update, from Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Release Updates, and then 
select Release Updates. For Deploy a My Domain, follow the testing and activation steps. See My 
Domain in Salesforce Help for details on how to set up, test, and deploy a My Domain.
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Enable User Email Domain Restrictions

• What?
− To restrict the email domains allowed in a user’s Email field, enable the email domain allowlist. 

Previously, you contacted Salesforce Support to enable this feature.

• How?
− From Setup, in the Quick Find Box, enter User Management, and then select User Management 

Settings. Turn on Email Domain Allowlist. Then manage the permitted email domains for users 
from the Allowed Email Domains Setup page.
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Enable Enhanced Domains (Release Update)

• What?
− To comply with the latest browser and security standards, enable enhanced domains on your 

Salesforce org’s My Domain. With enhanced domains, your company-specific My Domain name is 
included in your URLs, including Salesforce Sites and Experience Cloud sites. Consistent domain 
formats improve the user experience and standardize URLs for use in custom code and API calls. 
Salesforce enhanced domains also comply with the latest browser requirements, allowing your 
users to access Salesforce using browsers that block third-party cookies. Because this update 
affects application URLs, including Experience Cloud sites, Salesforce Sites, and Visualforce pages, 
we recommend that you enable enhanced domains before it’s enforced in Summer ’22. This 
update was first made available in Summer ’21.

• How?
− We recommend testing all My Domain changes in a sandbox before updating production.

− To complete this update, from Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Release Updates, and then 
select Release Updates. For Enable Enhanced Domains, follow the testing and activation steps.
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Domain HTTPS Option Was Renamed

• What?
− The domain HTTPS option, Salesforce serves the domain over HTTPS using a Salesforce content 

delivery network (CDN) partner and a shared or single HTTPS certificate, was renamed. It’s now 
called: Salesforce serves the domain over HTTPS using a Salesforce content delivery network (CDN) 
partner.How?

• Where
− This change applies to Lightning Experience and Salesforce Classic in Professional, Enterprise, 

Performance, and Unlimited editions.
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Salesforce Identity for Your Employees

• What?
− Users can now register biometric built-in authenticators, such as Touch ID, Face ID, and Windows 

Hello. You can monitor which users register built-in authenticators and when they use them. As 
you prepare for the multi-factor authentication (MFA) requirement, check out the MFA Rollout 
Pack for customizable templates. Also, users are no longer subject to MFA challenges in Salesforce 
when they log in through an authentication provider that supports single sign-on. And you can 
track enforced MFA challenges with four new verification history fields in users reports. For 
increased security, configure forced authentication when Salesforce is acting as a SAML identity 
provider. Salesforce now prevents users from logging in with a username and password as GET 
query string parameters to the login URL. Upgrade to Identity Connect 7.1 as soon as possible 
because Salesforce no longer supports downloads for Identity Connect 2.1 and Identity Connect 
3.0.X.X. For improved functionality, customize the way your JIT handler processes user 
information, include refresh tokens in the OAuth 2.0 user-agent flow, and authorize additional 
access to Salesforce CDP data.
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Get Users Ready for Multi-Factor Authentication with 
Change Management Resources

• What?
− As you prepare for the multi-factor authentication (MFA) requirement that goes into effect on 

February 1, 2022, check out the MFA Rollout Pack. It provides customizable planning and change 
management templates to help you roll out MFA to your users.

• Where
− This change applies to Lightning Experience in Essentials, Group, Professional, Enterprise, 

Performance, Unlimited, and Developer editions.

• How
− Download the MFA Rollout Pack from the Salesforce MFA Site. The pack includes:

• An MFA overview presentation to share with your leadership and stakeholders

• A sample project schedule

• A sample drip email campaign to prepare users for the coming changes to your login process

• A user training deck to use for virtual or in-person sessions

• Onboarding guides to walk users through MFA registration steps on your launch day
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MFA Challenges for Authentication Provider Single 
Sign-On Logins Are No Longer Enforced

• What?
− By default, users who log in to Salesforce through an authentication provider that supports single 

sign-on (SSO) are no longer subject to multi-factor authentication (MFA) challenges in Salesforce. 
To restore MFA challenges for those users, you can update the session security levels for their 
assigned profiles.

• How
− To restore MFA challenges for a user, set Session Security Level Required at Login to High 

Assurance and confirm that Multi-Factor Authentication is in the High Assurance column.
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Verify Logins in Users Reports

• What?
− Four new verification history fields in users reports let you view user login verification data. Use 

these fields in combination with login history fields to identify which user logins have multi-factor 
authentication (MFA) challenges enforced.How

• Where
− These changes are available in Lightning Experience in Group, Essentials, Professional, Enterprise, 

Performance, Unlimited, and Developer editions.

• How
− Verification History fields include login method, user activity, login status, and time of login.
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Require Users to Reauthenticate When Accessing 
Service Providers with Single Sign-On

• What?
− To protect sensitive resources, you can now configure forced authentication when Salesforce is 

acting as a SAML identity provider. With forced authentication, users who are already logged in to 
Salesforce must reenter their credentials when trying to access a third-party service provider. After 
setting up this feature, you can use the identity provider event log to monitor when users have 
been logged out due to forced authentication.

• How
− We provide an example forced authentication SAML request. To configure forced authentication, 

share this request with your service provider. Your service provider then uses the SAML request to 
tell Salesforce that the user must reauthenticate. When Salesforce is acting as the identity 
provider, forced authentication is automatically supported, so no additional setup in your org is 
required.
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Upgrade to Identity Connect 7.1.1

• What?
− Identity Connect 7.1.1 offers extensive security enhancements. As of the Winter ’22 release, you 

can no longer download Identity Connect 2.1 and Identity Connect 3.0.X.X. We recommend that 
you upgrade to Identity Connect 7.1.1 as soon as possible.

• Where 
− This change applies to Lightning Experience and Salesforce Classic and is available for an additional 

cost in Enterprise, Performance, and Unlimited editions. Developer edition includes 10 Identity 
Connect permission set licenses.

• How 
− To install Identity Connect 7.1.1, use the download link on the Identity Connect setup page. Before 

you upgrade from Identity Connect 2.1 or 3.0.X.X, make sure that you have the latest version of 
the Identity Connect managed package installed.

• Note 
− We recommend that all users upgrade to Identity Connect 7.1.1 as soon as possible. But if you 

have Identity Connect 3.0.1.2 now and can't upgrade right away, we recommend that you install 
the Identity Connect 3.0.1.2 patch to fix security issues.
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Tailor Device Activation Emails for Experience Cloud 
Sites

• What?
− Take control of your customer communications with the Device Activation email template. You can 

use the template to customize the emails your users receive when they log in from an unfamiliar 
browser, app, or location.

• Where 
− This change applies to Aura, LWR, and Visualforce sites accessed through Lightning Experience and 

Salesforce Classic in Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and Developer editions.
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Control the Language Used for Experience Cloud Self-
Registration Verification Messages

• What?
− To give you more control over email and SMS verification messages, we changed how 

the initSelfRegistration method detects a user’s language. You can now specify a language in the 
User object to guarantee that verification messages use the correct language.

• Where 
− This change applies to Aura, LWR, and Visualforce sites accessed through Lightning Experience and 

Salesforce Classic in Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and Developer editions.
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Email and SMS One-Time Password Codes Are Longer

• What?
− To improve security, we increased the length of one-time passwords (OTPs), also known as 

verification codes, from five digits to six. This change applies to OTPs sent through email and SMS. 
If you have customizations that rely on five-digit OTPs, such as Apex implementations for multi-
factor authentication or passwordless login, make sure you update them.
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Create Alerts for Changes to Your Security 
Configuration

• What?
− Automate security monitoring by setting up in-app and email alerts for conditions of your 

choosing. Indicate what changes you want to be alerted of, how you want to be alerted, and who 
receives the alert.

• Where 
− Security Center is available in Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and Developer editions as an 

add-on subscription.

• Who 
− This change is available to customers who purchase Security Center and Event Monitoring add-on 

subscriptions.

• How 
− From the Security Center app in your parent tenant, click the Alert Settings tab. Click New Alert, 

and follow the instructions to define your alert details like triggers and thresholds. For example, 
receive an alert if the number of users with the Modify All Data permission in any tenant reaches 
more than five.
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Explore Metric Data with Detail View Filters

• What?
− Quickly find information you need by applying filters to metric detail pages.

• Where 
− Security Center is available in Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and Developer editions as an 

add-on subscription.

• How 
− To change which results are displayed on a metric detail page, below the summary graph, click the 

filter button. Choose your filter conditions, and click Apply to see the filtered metric data.
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Share Resources with Browser Extensions

• What?
− Add browser extensions to your cross-origin resource sharing (CORS) list to allow requests for 

Salesforce REST resources. Previously, the CORS allowlist supported only websites and IP 
addresses. For example, you can now allow an appointment management browser extension to 
view and work with your Salesforce records. Browser extensions that aren't on your CORS allowlist
are blocked from requesting resources.

• How 
− From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter CORS, and then select CORS.
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Next Steps

• Ensure that Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) is enabled before February 2, 2022



Thank youThank you


